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LawNet Awards 2019
 The Awards

The presentation of the LawNet Awards 2019 will take place on 8th November during the conference dinner at The Celtic Manor 
Resort, Newport.
Approximately 250 delegates will attend including senior management from all LawNet firms and key business partners and 
sponsors. During the evening the award winners are announced and invited on stage to collect their trophy.

Why enter?

The benefits of entering The LawNet Awards 2019 extend far beyond winning one of the prestigious trophies in November. Here 
are just a few reasons why your firm should take part this year:

Reflect on your success - Often in the busy environment of everyday business, achievements can be easily forgotten. Completing 
the entry form allows you to pause and consider what and/or who contributed to your success and where you can go from here.

Positive PR - Being selected as a winner is a great achievement and a real opportunity to generate positive publicity for your firm.

Differentiate your business - What better way to make your business stand out than being an award winner?    
Demonstrate to your current and future customers, employees and competitors that yours is an exceptional law firm. 

The LawNet Awards 2019 Categories

Deadline:  Thursday 19th September

Best Community Contribution

Sponsored By

Outstanding Individual Contribution

Sponsored By

Law Firm of the Year

Sponsored By

Team of the Year
Sponsored By

Best BD/Marketing

Sponsored By 

Please return your completed entry to George Coombes
gcoombes@lawnet.co.uk

The Enterprise Award

Sponsored By

Excellence in Client Care

Sponsored By

The winners of the Most Active LawNet Member will be selected by LawNet, based on internal 
performance and activity data.  No entries are required.

Young Lawyer of the Year

Sponsored By



2019 Judging process

Judging 
There are seven award categories open for entry in the LawNet Awards 2019, recognising excellence and achievements across 
the network. 

The judging panel’s decision is final. 

Submission and Entry Form 
     1.  Submissions must be structured under the headings provided for each category. This approach gives the judging  
 panel a standard set of criteria and questions on which to compare all entries.  

     2. Each entry should be accompanied by a completed entry form (see last page). Submissions must be emailed or   
 posted back to LawNet and marked for the attention of George Coombes.

     3. Entries must not exceed 3 sides of A4 paper.

     4. You must follow the headings as detailed on each entry criteria, where possible please give examples in          
 quantifiable terms.  Suggestions about points or questions for each heading are provided on the following pages.  
 However these are not prescriptive and entrants should expand as appropriate.

     5. When submitting you must also include a fifty-word summary of your entry.  We may use this for promotional &   
 PR purposes.

Outside of the internal and external judging process, all information received will remain confidential and will not be released 
to the wider profession without the permission of the entrant.

All awards are free to enter.

You can enter as many award categories as appropriate.

Supporting material 
You may provide supporting material if you wish, although it is not obligatory. 

Deadline
Submissions to be emailed to gcoombes@lawnet.co.uk by no later than Thursday 19th September.   

Shortlisted Entries
Short-listed entrants will be announced approximately three weeks before the conference. 

Winning Entries
Winners will be announced and presented with an award at the LawNet Annual Conference Dinner on 8th November at The 
Celtic Manor Resort, Newport. 

The awards provide a platform for your firm to showcase its achievements amongst LawNet peers and the wider legal 
community. Winning firms will receive:

•   An award - to be presented at the Conference Dinner
•   A winners logo for use on your website and marketing materials
•   Copy of an official photograph of you receiving your award for use on your website and PR activities
•   Inclusion in any post-event PR carried out by LawNet.
 

LawNet Awards 2019
Judging Process



LawNet Awards 2019
              Entry Criteria

Best BD/Marketing
Sponsored by Conscious Solutions

Business development and marketing teams have a crucial part to play in contributing to the success of their firms.  Their roles are 
multi-faceted and can encompass numerous activities including web and digital presence, marketing communications, service 
development, event management, client service, key account management, internal communications and many others.  

The winning entry for this category will highlight how the firm’s business development or marketing activities have delivered a 
demonstrable benefit for the firm and/or their clients. Entries may cover one specific campaign focusing on one area or cover 
general activities across multiple channels.

Entry Criteria 
You must structure your entry using the following headings:

1. Strategy & planning
2. Content & design
3. Execution
4. Results 

Please note: Entries not submitted using these headings will be void. 

When submitting you must also include a fifty-word summary of your entry. 

Supporting Notes
You might like to cover some of the suggested points/questions below but these are not exhaustive or compulsory. Firms are free 
to expand their responses under the specified headings if they wish.

      1. Strategy & Planning
•	 Outline your goals and objectives
•	 Who was your audience? (clients, internal teams or other stakeholders)
•	 How did you go about planning your activities?
•	 How did this fit with the wider strategy & objectives of the firm? 
•	 Did the activities fulfil a business need, opportunity or gap in the market?

      2. Content & Design
•	 What did your activities look like?
•	 Was your audience clearly at the centre of your plans? 
•	 Was any design accessible and understandable, delivering a positive user experience?
•	 Was there a clear and consistent message throughout?
•	 How does your activity, design and/or content engage your audience and differentiate your firm?
•	 Did your activities encourage engagement from users in some way helping them to respond and interact with 

the firm? If so, how?
•	 Was this a cutting edge or innovative development for the firm? Did it pioneer a new way of working or new    

service line or improve current initiatives?

      3. Execution
•	 Describe your campaign or activities – what did you do?
•	 Outline how they were rolled out – how did you do it?
•	 Who was involved? 

      4. Results
	 											•	 Provide	evidence	of	the	effectiveness	of	your	business	development	or	marketing	activities	in	achieving	your		
  goals.  This could include any or all of the following: (Note - this is not an exhaustive list of potential results) 

   - increased traffic to website    - new clients/business for the firm
   - improved contact with prospects   - Increased attendance at events
   - promotion for your firm   - improved internal communication/engagement
   - interaction with users   - return on investment
   - improved client care & service  - long term impact of the initiative

   



LawNet Awards 2019
              Entry Criteria

Best Community Contribution
Sponsored by Lloyds Bank, Commercial Banking

Businesses today recognise that they have a wider contribution to make to the communities they operate in. This award recognises 
firms that have implemented policies or executed projects that have positively impacted their community and generated 
outcomes that have a long term benefit for all parties.

The benefits of well planned and executed CSR activities are well documented and include building trust and reputation in your 
firm in your local area; helping attract clients; increased internal morale and team building; and the attraction and retention of staff. 

Entry Criteria
You must structure your entry using the following headings:

1. Strategy & planning
2. Execution
3. Results

Please note: Entries not submitted using these headings will be void. 

When submitting you must also include a fifty-word summary of your entry. 

Supporting Notes
You might like to cover some of the suggested points/questions below but these are not exhaustive or compulsory. Firms are free 
to expand their responses under the specified headings if they wish.

      1. Strategy & Planning
•	 Why did you do what you did?
•	 What were your objectives?
•	 How did you go about planning your activities?
•	 How did you decide which ones to get involved in?

      2. Execution
•	 Provide examples of the type of activities undertaken to improve the community/environment/society/ cultural 

life/business life of your local area
•	 Who was involved from the firm?
•	 How much time was committed?

      3. Results
•	 What was the impact of your activities on the community - either through the number of people benefiting from 

the strategy or the depth of how it has changed lives?
•	 What was the impact internally for your firm? 
•	 Is there a lasting impact to the contribution? Can it be sustained?
•	 How were the contributions promoted or publicised?



LawNet Awards 2019
              Entry Criteria

Outstanding Individual Contribution
Sponsored by Tikit

With this category we are looking for examples of outstanding individual performances across the network. Firms are invited to 
submit nominations highlighting individuals who have innovated, impressed and made a difference in their firms. 

This award is open to anyone working in a LawNet member firm, in any capacity, whether legal or business support.  Your entry 
should highlight how this individual has gone above and beyond what might be expected of them and demonstrate why their 
performance stood out.

Entry Criteria
You must structure your entry using the following headings:

1. Background
2. Contribution
3. Results

Please note: Entries not submitted using these headings will be void. 

When submitting you must also include a fifty-word summary of your entry. 

Supporting Notes
You might like to cover some of the suggested points/questions below but these are not exhaustive or compulsory. Firms are free 
to expand their responses under the specified headings if they wish.

      1. Strategy & Planning
•	 What role does the individual play in your organisation?
•	 Describe their experience and background
•	 What led to their nomination? Were they trying to address a problem or challenge in your organisation? Or do 

they stand out for delivering exceptional performance on a consistent basis? 

      2. Execution
• Performance - Why was their performance so impressive? What did they do that made them stand out? What did 

their activities look like?
• Values led - How did the nominee’s behaviour embody the values of the firm? 
• Innovation - Highlight if they have sought new and better ways of doing things. Have their actions moved 

the firm forward, improved processes or made better use of technology? Did they take calculated risks to                  
improve outcomes and successfully address an issue or challenge? Have they been nominated because they’ve            
challenged the status quo, trying something new, adapting and refining when things have not worked well, and 
learning in the process? Have they taken an approach that has resulted in a step-up from business as usual and 
delivered real benefits to customers?

• Working together - Has the nominee demonstrated excellent teamworking by working in partnership with       
colleagues from other teams, departments or other internal or external organisations?  Have they been inclusive 
considering the needs of different groups of clients or stakeholders? 

• Context - Did the nominee have to address other issues or overcome other challenges along the way i.e. change 
management, marketing, leadership, teamwork, staff training, new ways of working?

• Expectations - How does the nominee’s exceptional performance and commitment go beyond expectations?

      3. Results
•	 Provide evidence of the impact of the nominee’s performance
•	 Who benefited from their work and what was the impact of their performance? Did it improve client experience 

in some way? Or was it focused on internal processes and procedures; improving efficiencies and performance 
for the firm and other team members? Has the nominee made an impact beyond their immediate team/business 
area/department?

•	 Describe any measurable benefits delivered and the impact of their performance, ideas or initiatives on your   
business, clients or staff?

•	 Evidence of how their performance is linked to the firm’s wider business objectives and strategy
•	 Did their activities have sustainable, long term benefits for your firm, clients or employees?

 



              Entry Criteria
LawNet Awards 2019

Excellence in Client Care                
Sponsored by insight6

LawNet has been helping members improve client service for the last 5 years through the Mark of Excellence package of support. 
We know that LawNet firms are consistently outperforming the competition in this area and this award will celebrate your hard 
work and commitment in delivering excellence in client care. 

The winner of this award will demonstrate how their client care initiative(s) have improved the experience for their firm’s clients 
with positive outcomes for the business. 

Entry Criteria
You must structure your entry using the following headings:

1. Strategy & planning
2. Execution
3. Results

Please note: Entries not submitted using these headings will be void. 

When submitting you must also include a fifty-word summary of your entry. 

Supporting Notes
You might like to cover some of the suggested points/questions below but these are not exhaustive or compulsory. Firms are free 
to expand their responses under the specified headings if they wish.

      1. Strategy & Planning
•	 How does a commitment to client care fit with your overall business strategy?
•	 Outline your goals and objectives
•	 What did you hope to achieve?
•	 How did you go about planning your activities?

      2. Execution
•	 Describe your client service approach and related activities.
•	 Outline how any new initiatives were rolled out. What stages or processes were involved?
•	 What other issues did you have to address i.e. change management, marketing, leadership, teamwork, staff     

training, new ways of working?
•	 Which individuals or teams were involved in implementation?
•	 How have you ensured consistency in service delivery across the business?
•	 Describe the quality and performance measurements you have put in place
•	 How is learning shared to ensure ongoing improvement?

      3. Results
•	 Provide evidence of the results of your focus on client care – e.g satisfaction scores, results of other surveys,        

client service review feedback, client feedback and reviews, repeat instructions and recommendations
•	 Evidence of how the client strategy is linked to and improved key business objectives and outcomes
•	 Do your activities have sustainable, long term benefits?

 



              Entry Criteria
LawNet Awards 2019

Young Lawyer of the Year                 
Sponsored by Moneypenny

This category allows firms to nominate exceptional trainees or lawyers just starting out in their careers. Open to trainees and those 
up to 5 years qualified. 

Entry Criteria
You must structure your entry using the following headings:

1. Legal Skills
2. Business & Practice Development
3. Personal Skills
4. Key achievements & results

Please note: Entries not submitted using these headings will be void. 

When submitting you must also include a fifty-word summary of your entry. 

Supporting Notes
You might like to cover some of the suggested points/questions below but these are not exhaustive or compulsory. Firms are free 
to expand their responses under the specified headings if they wish.

      1. Legal Skills
•	 Evidence of a high level of ability in the individual’s chosen area of specialism
•	 Evidence of the individual’s willingness to take on complex or challenging cases.

      2. Business & Practice Development
•	 Evidence of the individual’s overall contribution to the law firm.  Could include commitment to excellence,    

demonstrating high levels of client care, contribution to team, commercial awareness, business development   
initiatives and thinking outside of the role

•	 Evidence of the individual’s innovation, best practice and commitment to continuous development.

      3. Personal Skills
•	 Provide evidence of those skills and attributes that make the individual stand out as a potential winner e.g.         

excellent communication skills, client care skills.

      4. Key Achievements & Results
•	 Evidence of success and recent case wins
•	 Impact of any ideas or initiatives to the firm
•	 Testimonials from clients and/or colleagues.
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              Entry Criteria

Team of the Year
Sponsored by Oosha

This category allows firms to nominate a team which has delivered an exceptional performance during the past 12 months. Entries 
are open to a team in any part of your firm, whether legal or business support.  

Entry Criteria
You must structure your entry using the following headings:

1. The Team
2. Achievements & Contribution to the Firm

Please note: Entries not submitted using these headings will be void. 

When submitting you must also include a fifty-word summary of your entry. 

Supporting Notes
You might like to cover some of the suggested points/questions below but these are not exhaustive or compulsory. Firms are free 
to expand their responses under the specified headings if they wish.

      1. The Team
•	 Overview of the team’s role within the firm (including details of the organisation, the size and composition of the 

team and its remit)
•	 Describe the team’s approach to its role, or a specific initiative or project that makes it worthy of recognition
•	 Evidence of how the team’s approach or particular initiative can be viewed as creative, technically excellent,       

innovative or effective 
•	 How has the team demonstrated levels of performance and commitment that go beyond expectations? 
•	 Evidence of how the team has balanced and utilised different team members’ skills to work towards their aims
•	 Is this a permanent team in the business or one created for a specific project or client matter?

      2. Achievements & Contribution to the Firm
•	 Evidence of the results of the team’s activities
•	 What did they achieve?
•	 How has this contributed to the performance of the firm?
•	 Depending on the team nominated this could include financial results, commitment to excellence,                  

demonstrating high levels of client care and service delivery, contribution to firm values, commercial                  
performance, marketing & business development initiatives or innovation

•	 Please provide evidence of specific targets set and performance or other measurable benefits achieved –           
particularly in relation to end-user benefits and/or efficiency gains.
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Law Firm of the Year
Sponsored by Wilkinson Read & Partners Ltd

Awarded to a firm demonstrating overall excellence and significant progress over the last 12 months against a wider  business 
strategy

Entry Criteria
You must structure your entry using the following headings:

1. Strategy & business planning
2. Client focus
3. People management
4. Financial performance & other results

Please note: Entries not submitted using these headings will be void. 

When submitting you must also include a fifty-word summary of your entry. 

Supporting Notes
You might like to cover some of the suggested points/questions below but these are not exhaustive or compulsory. Firms are free 
to expand their responses under the specified headings if they wish.

      1. Strategy & Business Planning
•	 Provide evidence that the firm has a clear strategic direction
•	 Outline how your business plan is developed in line with your strategy 
•	 Demonstrate how the business plan is developed and communicated to your employees to ensure buy-in and 

commitment to objectives.

      2. Client Focus
•	 Provide evidence of a commitment to client care across the firm outlining how you have implemented any client 

care initiatives.

      3. People Management
•	 Demonstrate a commitment to looking after employees
•	 Describe your talent management programme and focus on people development.

      4. Financial Performance & Other Results
•	 Evidence of strong, sustainable improvements in financial performance with measurable results
•	 Outline any key cases won
•	 Describe the results of any other initiatives that best exemplify yours is a leading firm in the LawNet network.



LawNet Awards 2019
  Entry Form

Entry Form

To enter, please complete the form below, stating which award you would like to apply for and who to 
contact at your firm regarding the application.

Please note, you may apply for as many categories as you wish (please copy this page). Each application can 
also include supporting materials for your entry. It is not obligatory to include supporting material, indeed 
it could count against you if the material is not pertinent to the entry. If you do include such material please 
refer to it in your covering statement.

FIRM NAME
AWARD/S CATEGORY ENTRY
CONTACT NAME
CONTACT NUMBER
CONTACT EMAIL

Please do not forget to include your fifty-word statement summarising your award entry

The LawNet Awards 2019 Categories

Please return your completed entry to George Coombes
gcoombes@lawnet.co.uk

Deadline:  Thursday 19th September

Best Community Contribution

Sponsored By 

Outstanding Individual Contribution      
Sponsored By 

Best BD/Marketing

Sponsored By 

Excellence in Client Care

Sponsored By 

Young Lawyer of the Year

Sponsored By 

Team of the Year
Sponsored By 

Law Firm of the Year

Sponsored By 


